
Bindin�
Do you ever find yourself crossing your arms over your chest to hide the feminine buds beneath
your shirt? Maybe you even find yourself slouching and hunching into yourself to obscure the
silhouette of your past girly life? Perhaps you find yourself tired of the stares and comments
about your body and wish you could just make your melons melt away?

In my newest female-to-male focused hypnotic subliminal, I gently guide you towards craving
the feeling of binding your breasts and feeling confidence in your new flat chested and
masculine body. Learn to feel uncomfortable leaving your home when your awkward feminine
breasts are showing, and begin to experience the feelings of happiness and masculinity and
power whenever you are ignored on the street by strangers.

Listen to Binding every day and soon you will look forward to trading in those irritating boobs for
a set of sexy pecs!

✧ Feeling uncomfortable whenever I see my gross breasts poking out through my shirt.
✧ Wishing that I could bind my uncomfortable breasts every day so that my chest can be

flat and pleasant.
✧ Hating the feeling of my uncomfortable boobs getting in the way whenever I am trying to

do anything.
✧ Discovering a desirable wave or pleasure and euphoria whenever I decide to bind my

gross breasts before I leave my house.
✧ Binding my uncomfortable breasts at home in order to feel happy and successful and in

control of my life.
✧ Wishing that my gross, uncomfortable breasts would just go away, and thankful that I

can bind them to my chest so that other people don’t have to see them.
✧ Uncomfortable and unhappy with the amount of attention that my inconvenient breasts

bring to me.
✧ Fantasizing about how happy and aroused and turned on I will be once I have bound my

uncomfortable boobs to my chest each and every day in my future.
✧ Feeling arousal and pleasure and desire whenever the people around me do not even

notice my gross boobs.
✧ Hating everything about having breasts and wishing that I could just bind them to my

chest every day so that nobody has to see them.
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✧ Fantasizing about how perfect my life would be without my inconvenient breasts always
getting in the way.

✧ Constantly feeling a burning, itching sensation from my gross, painful breasts.
✧ Thinking about my breasts' uncomfortable presence every step that I make throughout

my day.
✧ Happily binding my uncomfortable breasts to flatten my chest.
✧ Feeling uncomfortable and unhappy and nervous whenever I leave the house with my

breasts not bound.
✧ Eagerly anticipating my perfect future once my disgusting breasts are gone.
✧ Covering my disgusting breasts so that I never have to look at them.
✧ Feeling like the man that I have always desired to be whenever my breasts are bound

tightly against my chest.
✧ Feeling unhappy and uncomfortable every day with gross and inconvenient breasts.
✧ Looking forward to my perfect future where I can remove my uncomfortable breasts and

live with a flat and pleasant chest forever.
✧ Fantasizing about binding my breasts to my chest every day so that other people don’t

have to see my disgusting chest or gross, feminine body.
✧ Binding my breasts every day so that other people do not have any reason to think that I

am not the man that I know I am on the inside.
✧ Fulfilling my dreams of binding my gross breasts to my chest until I can become a man

permanently.
✧ Wearing clothes that appropriately covers up my disgusting and uncomfortable breasts.
✧ Binding my breasts before I put on my masculine clothing in order to feel confident and

powerful and dominant in my life.
✧ Hating my gross, uncomfortable boobs for making every day so difficult for me and

remembering the relief that I will experience once I have them flat and hidden
underneath my clothing.

✧ Thinking about how arousing and desirable it will be once the people around me are no
longer staring at my gross breasts.

✧ Knowing that I need to bind my breasts every day to prevent others from staring at them
and objectifying me in public.

✧ Deciding to take control of my life and not being the victim of my own breasts any longer
by binding them each and every day until I can transform myself into the man that I have
always wanted to be in my future.

✧ Respecting and loving myself for deciding to bind my gross boobs every day, and
remembering that binding my uncomfortable breasts always makes me feel better.
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✧ Feeling safe and comfortable and happy in my future where everyone thinks that I am a
man because of how flat and masculine my chest is.

✧ Feeling excited and aroused and turned on every time that I look into the mirror and can
no longer see my disgusting breasts.

✧ Remembering that I will be a beautiful man whenever I decide to bind my breasts.
✧ Craving to be free from the self-hate and embarrassment that comes with the horrible

breasts that cover my chest.
✧ Knowing that I will always be happier as a guy than I ever was as a girl.
✧ Remember how aroused and happy and powerful I feel whenever I bind my breasts to

my chest, and how jealous I am of other men that don’t have to worry about their breasts
every day.

✧ Feeling powerful and dominant and masculine whenever I see people who once
checked me out as a woman no longer checking me out when they think of me as a man
instead.

✧ Loving the bond that I feel with other men, and working hard to bind and hide my
uncomfortable boobs every day in order to be just like them.

✧ Fantasizing about how perfect my life will be once my disgusting boobs have been
removed from my chest for good.

✧ Remembering how much I love the idea of binding my chest so that I can finally be the
flat and masculine and adorable person that I have always dreamed of being.

✧ Fantasizing about how exciting and erotic and powerful it would be to give up my
uncomfortable breasts and accepting my new pleasurable life without them.

✧ Reminding myself that it is perfectly normal for a man like me to be serious about binding
my chest every day.

✧ Wishing that my disgusting boobs would just disappear off of my body.
✧ Feeling safer and more comfortable and happy if I bind my chest every day before I

leave my house.
✧ Hating how men never have to feel as uncomfortable about their gross breasts as I do.
✧ Touching myself and feeling completely horny and turned on whenever I have bound my

gross, feminine boobs to my chest.
✧ Knowing that I deserve to have an attractive, flat chest.
✧ Binding my gross breasts at home in order to become comfortable hiding my breasts

permanently.
✧ Feeling happy and comfortable whenever my breasts are bound and hidden from the

eyes of the people around me.
✧ Eagerly looking forward to binding my disgusting breasts in order to make them

disappear.
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✧ Remembering that I will get rid of my uncomfortable breasts in my perfect future, but that
I need to bind my chest in order to present myself as the man that I have always desired
to be until then.

✧ Finding myself able to take back control of my life whenever I am binding my awful,
uncomfortable breasts.

✧ Loving the feeling of being a dominant and powerful man with complete control over my
life, now that my uncomfortable boobs are out of sight.

✧ Feels super great to have a tight male chest, and glad I can bind it as often as I want so
that others do not have to see it.

✧ Feeling uncomfortable whenever I see my gross breasts poking out through my shirt.
✧ Hating the feeling of my uncomfortable boobs getting in the way whenever I am trying to

do anything.
✧ Feeling comfortable and at peace whenever I have a tight male chest, and glad that I

bind my breasts whenever I go out so that nobody else has to see them.
✧ Discovering how powerful and attractive and respected a man feels every day whenever

my boobs are out of sight.
✧ Excited to bind my breasts at every possible opportunity.
✧ Thankful that I am able to bind my chest every day so that the amount of attention my

gross boobs bring me is kept to a minimum.
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